Abstract: [Summary] Alom et al. in their article with title Recurrent Residual U-Net for Medical Image Segmentation, published in March 2019 in Journal of Medical Imaging, proposed two deep network architectures for medical image semantic segmentation [1]. These models are evaluated using existing benchmark medical image datasets. This work aims to penetrate the deep learning concept in medicine to minimize human intervention in medical diagnosis. To achieve this goal, the author utilized the power of existing state-of-the-art deep network architectures designed for medical image segmentation, including U-Net, residual network, and recurrent convolutional neural network. It is found that deep learning generally and defined deep neural architectures particularly has an enormous impact to accurately perform medical image analysis.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Unlike shallow architectures, which operate on handicapped features designed to analyze and detect the object of interest using a comparatively small set of data samples, deep architecture, inspired by the human brain, autonomously operates layer-wise to generate feature maps from provided input data [2], [3]. Several challenges are associated with deep networks; more prominent is its demand to data-in-bulk for generating fruitful results. Fortunately, various sensors made this possible to get a large amount of data with less effort. Hence, Deep learning has found great appreciation in computer vision, particularly in medicine, to diagnose life-threatening diseases with no or reduced human interference. Also, it helps practitioners in accurate and fast diagnosis. Deep neural architectures developed for natural images are ample due to ease in data availability—recent research analyzes its impact in medicine. Unlike images captured from RGB cameras, medical images are more not that simple to deal with. IBM researchers [4], [5] found that 90 percent of data sources available in the health industry comprise medical images, but a significant challenge resides in analyzing this data mainly due to its privacy concern. Therefore, health centers are reluctant to share this valuable information conveniently among researchers even. Moreover, expert practitioners and efficient tools are required for its annotation to make it cost-effective [6]–[8]. In the underline article, the author proposed two deep semantic segmentation networks called Recurrent U-Net (RU-Net) and Recurrent Residual U-Net (R2U-Net) for medical image segmentation. The proposed model utilized the foundational structure of U-Net [9] along with residualunits [10], which helps in training deep architectures along with recurrent convolutions, which assure improved feature representation for segmentation [11], [12]. Moreover, proposed architectures are executed in a multi-modal segmentation environment where retinal blood vessels, skin cancer, and lungs segmentation corpora are used as benchmark datasets to analyze models. For retinal vessel segmentation, the authors considered the patch-based method, while for skin lesion and lung segmentation end-to-end image-based approach is utilized to evaluate underline architectures. Moreover, the comparison has been made by keeping several parameters constant, and it has been observed that the proposed models outperform all state-of-art approaches with the same parameter count. Furthermore, the robustness of R2U-Net is also examined empirically concerning SegNet [13] and U-Net architectures.

II. EVALUATION

Researchers empirically observed that the deeper neural networks, the better the results achieved to a certain level, after which performance degrades. The reason behind this degradation is the vanishing and exploding gradient. The same would be the case with simple U-Net architecture if it would have been used [14]. As, if we keep increasing encoderdecoders layers without taking specific preventive measures, at a certain point, training accuracy will degrade. Moreover, it is more effective to keep a record of previous input and current pixel information to utilize in predicting future output; in this way, it helps the model integrate context information that is significant in semantic segmentation. Since the proposed technique is a variant of U-Net and contains residual blocks and recurrent units, it could easily be extended to several multication de-convolution layers by incorporating long/short skip connections. It helps in avoiding overall performance degradation in training accuracy that is caused by vanishing/exploding gradients [15]–[22]. Moreover, the proposed approach can withhold reasonable long dependencies among pixel values by considering contextual data, which helps the network predict upcoming pixels and ultimately improve representation in the segmentation map. It is interesting to notice that the authors applied both patch and end-to-end image-based methods for claiming the proposed approach universal. Long-skip connections across the encoder-decoder path and short-skip connection within residual block not only resolve the vanishing gradient problem but also help the system avoid lossy compression with identity mapping.
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III. RESPONSE

Multiple directions are identified after thoroughly analyzing the strategy pointed in a reviewed article. It is observed that the article sustains basic versions of recurrent units (vanilla version). With enough mathematical evidence and prior research conducted by researchers, other variants of the simple recurrent unit with memory cells and multiple gates like Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) [23], Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) [24] have shown enormous response when applied to Fully Convolutional Neural Network. Similarly, Bi-directional Recurrent Neural Network for capturing complete after-before context knowledge can be other alternatives along with its variant in terms of GRU and LSTM. Moreover, in residual convolutional networks, only identify mapping is considered between feature maps. Empirical study has shown that mixed identity and projection mapping boost the network performance with a negligible increase in parameters. Therefore, if feature maps are identical across convolutions, identity mapping works. However, nodes where dimension change with an increased in the number of filters hence feature maps, using projection mapping would boost the overall performance of underlying architecture.

IV. CONCLUSION

Medical image analysis using a deep learning approach has opened new doors to the health care domain and is a significant step to replace human intervention with machine diagnosis. Deep learning has found great appreciation in computer vision, more specifically in medicine for diagnosing life-threatening diseases. Also, it helps practitioners in the accurate and fast patient examination. In the underlined article, the author proposed two models, named RU-Net and R2U-Net, for medical image semantic segmentation. Models are evaluated using existing benchmark medical image datasets and evaluated empirically using state-of-the-art approaches with the same parameter count. It is observed that wrapping residual block and recurrent unit to U-Net boosts the overall performance by removing degradation caused by vanishing gradient without increasing additional parameters. Also, it is observed that the article sustains basic versions of the recurrent unit and residual blocks, alteration to which mathematically may increase training accuracy. Overall, it is observed that the proposed approach is considered to be one of the valuable contributions for medical image semantic segmentation.
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